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ABSTRACT

2. Accessibility of Authentication Mechanisms

Logging into a system or website with user names and passwords
(i.e., authentication) is an essential part of people’s everyday
computer/Internet activities. However, this mundane operation
can be daunting for users with disabilities. In this position paper, I
describe my interests in this workshop around the topic of
accessible authentication based on my ongoing work on the
Inclusive Web project1.

Bonneau et al. proposed a comprehensive framework for
evaluating and comparing web authentication mechanisms
[Bonneau et al. 2012]. One of the criteria in that framework is
accessibility. They also used the widely used password scheme as
the baseline for comparison. Generally speaking, the longer the
passwords, the more secure they are [Kelley et al., 2011].
However, it is practically difficult for people to remember long
passwords, thus the security hurts the usability. Various
alternative authentication methods have been proposed in the
literature including variants of password schemes such as
Passphrases [Porter, 1982] and one-time password schemes
[Haller, 1995]; tactile authentication methods [Kuber & Sharma,
2010] [Azenkot et al., 2012]; graphical passwords [Biddle, et al.,
2012], [Chiasson et al., 2008]; eye-gaze method [De Luca et al.,
2007]; audio-based methods such as Passtones [Brown &
Doswell, 2010] and Musipass [Gibson et al., 2009]; methods
using biometrics data such as FingerID [Alotaibi & Argles, 2011],
a system using iris information [Chong et al., 2005], BioID
[Frischholz & Dieckmann, 2000], and electrocardiogram (ECG) based systems [Shen, 2008]. “ECG is suitable for all people
including disability population because ECG is vital sign for life”
[Shen, 2008]. But, measuring ECG still requires special hardware.

1. Introduction
Internet has become an integral part of people’s daily life.
Websites from web email to online shopping, from online banking
to social media usually require users to log in to provide
personalized services. Authentication ensures that users are who
they said they are. Existing authentication schemes such as
Personal Identification Numbers (PINs) and textual passwords are
widely used. However, these schemes often provide lower
security protection or worse usability to people with disabilities
(e.g., [D’Arcy & Feng, 2006][Ma et al., 2012][Holman et al.,
2008]). For instance, people with motor impairments have
difficulty using mouse and keyboard, and thus they may not be
able to type special characters which require typing a combination
of keys – this decreases the password search space entropy, makes
it easier to crack the password (e.g., using brute force attacks),
and in turn yields lower security protection [Helkala, 2012].

Another promising alternative is hardware token-based
authentication such as RSA SecureID [RSA, 2011] and PICO
[Stajano, 2011]. For instance, PICO is a dedicated hardware
device that contains a user’s credential (cryptographic token) that
can be used to authenticate a user with a service or application. A
user uses her PICO to take a picture of a 2-D visual code (app
self-signed certificate of its public key) displayed on the
service/app and authenticates her using secure multi-channel
protocols (e.g., [McCune et al., 2005][Stajano et al., 2010]). The
PICO needs to be securely paired with the service/app before user
authentication. To protect against PICO being used by other
people, PICO only unlocks itself when it is present with a set of
pre-selected and pre-paired devices called Picosiblings. Like the
ECG-based systems, PICO also requires special hardware. There
are other token-based schemes solely designed for mobile phones
such as Phoolproof [Parno et al., 2006], but they often still require
the use of passwords.

To make computing truly inclusive, it is critical to develop
accessible authentication mechanisms that anyone can use. A
representative scenario is that anyone, regardless of what
disability they may have, can log into a public terminal with a
reasonable amount of effort. The authentication process should be
secure and fast to prevent from various attacks such as shoulder
surfing (i.e., someone stands close to the user and try to observe
what password the user uses to log in the system).
Some existing systems cater their services to users with specific
disability. While this is a laudable practice to provide better user
experience, the fact that the systems or the service providers know
what specific disability a user has can put the user at
disadvantages. For instance, the user may experience price
discrimination in insurance policies [Coroama & Langheinrich,
2006]. Therefore, there is a genuine need to provide privacyenhancing personalization for people with disability, i.e., enabling
users with disabilities without the system knowing whether a user
has a disability and what specific disability she has.
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Overall, four key gaps were discovered in this area: (1) existing
accessible authentication techniques are mostly targeted at
specific disability, and thus do not support other disabilities or a
combination of different disabilities, making them inaccessible for
everyone; (2) arguably, the ECG and hardware token-based
schemes can work for everyone but they tend to require special
hardware; (3) authentication processes enabled by these schemes
tend to be slow, which negatively affect user experience; (4) users
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with certain disabilities use authentication techniques that fit their
needs but that can also reveal their disability conditions to the
service providers, which could put users at disadvantages (e.g.,
price discrimination).
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3. Goals of Universal Authentication
To enable practical authentication for everyone, five goals (I call
them the “SUPER” principles) need to be satisfied. Examples of
measures are also provided.
Secure: the authentication mechanism is secure against the
common security attacks. (search space entropy, circumvention
difficulty)
Usable: the authentication mechanism is usable for everyone.
(transaction time, time delay caused by human error, subjective
rating, cognitive load, physical effort)
Privacy-preserving: the authentication mechanism can conceal
disability from the host system. (keystroke patterns, data leakage,
and transaction time)
Effective: the authentication mechanism is effective in accurately
logging users into the system. (identification rate, false acceptance
rate, and false rejection rate)
Reachable/Accessible: the authentication mechanism works with
public terminals. (system requirements, browser requirements)
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